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 Extra: The only F1 game to remain officially distributed for both Wii U and Xbox 360, it never saw release in
Europe.Developer: Silver Bean StudiosPublisher: THQ Website Antiquitas (2012) NTSC-J, Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, Windows.
PS3, Xbox 360, Windows. Antiquitas combines the most heart-pounding racing experience with customizable formula cars and
tracks in the most authentic NASCAR racing experience ever. With an all-new controls system, full damage modelling, pit road
control, and multiple gameplay modes, Antiquitas has reinvented NASCAR racing for the 21st century. A physics engine that's

completely different from all other NASCAR games, Antiquitas offers the most authentic and realistic NASCAR racing
experience. Features: - All-new controls and motion-sensitive steering wheel - Create your own ideal racing car with unique
body parts and colors - Multiple game modes include a challenge mode, time trial, and online racing - Customizable engine,
suspension, and chassis - Season mode allows you to set your goals and chart your progress in real time, and you can race all

year long - Completely destructible tracks - Unique tyre physics - Burn rubber, drive over debris, and flip over cars - Dirt, wood,
metal, and carbon fibre - Tunable weather conditions - Multiple racing events, including the NASCAR Sprint Cup Series, the

NASCAR Craftsman Truck Series, the NASCAR Nationwide Series, and the CART Champ Car World Series - Multiple
championship events: 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011 - Realistic damage modeling - Pit road control on track and pit
road race - Career mode - Multiplayer - Challenging race modes - Track editor - Editor for your own tracks - Antique racing
cars - FM radio and music - Photo mode - Import your own racers, tracks, and leagues - Race time and weather conditions -

Various challenge modes - Win licenses to cars, tracks, leagues, and more - Create your own user created content - Optimized
for Xbox 360 GameStop GameNight Demo Simulator WMC NOPiN GameDescription:Antiquitas combines the most heart-

pounding racing experience with customizable formula cars and tracks in the most authentic NASCAR racing experience ever.
With an all-new controls system, full damage modelling, pit road control, and multiple gameplay modes, Antiquitas has

reinvented NASCAR racing for the 21st century. A physics engine that's completely different from all other NASCAR games,
Antiquitas offers the most authentic and realistic NASCAR racing experience. Developer: Silver Bean Studios 82157476af
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